The Aktiia Cuffless Blood Pressure Monitor Proven Accurate Regardless of Body or Arm Position
Neuchâtel, May 12, 2020 – Aktiia, a Swiss-US startup, has developed a wrist-worn optical blood pressure
monitor that can automatically take measurements around the clock without requiring a specific arm position.
Many technology companies are working to develop products that measure blood pressure without inflation of a cuff,
frequently through the use of optical sensors similar to those found in popular smartwatches and fitness trackers. Despite
some promising results, most products publicly announced to date only work when the user places their arm at heart
level and manually pushes a button to trigger a measurement while at rest. This requires the user to interrupt their daily
life to take a measurement, and also does not allow for measurement during sleep – critical missing information.
The Aktiia bracelet is an automated cuffless solution, with blood pressure measurements triggered by the device itself
around the clock. To ensure that measurements are accurate without requiring a specific body or arm position, it was
necessary for the Aktiia team to design a new validation protocol. In a peer-reviewed paper accepted for presentation at
the 2020 IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Conference (EMBC), Aktiia discloses this challenging new trial
design, and results from a pilot study with the Aktiia bracelet. By disclosing the study design, Aktiia hopes to establish
common rules applicable to any automated cuffless blood pressure monitor seeking to be used around the clock.
Utilizing this protocol, the Aktiia bracelet and algorithms were able to generate accurate blood pressure estimates in
multiple positions, while the user was lying down (67% of the time), sitting (~50% of the time), and standing (~25% of the
time). Prior to any measurements being displayed to the user in the Aktiia app, all unsuccessful measurement attempts
are discarded, allowing for 24/7 measurements that the user and their doctor or loved ones can trust.
Since this initial pilot trial, Aktiia has further implemented this protocol in a pivotal trial (NCT04027777) across a larger,
more diverse subject population. Pending FDA clearance and CE mark, Aktiia’s product will become the first automated
cuffless solution able to measure accurately in the background of daily life without hassle, regardless of body position.
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About Aktiia
Aktiia was founded in Switzerland in May 2018 out of a passion to create the best tool for diagnosis and treatment of
hypertension. Aktiia’s founders, Mattia Bertschi (CEO) and Josep Solà (CTO), previously contributed to research and
development at CSEM, a prestigious Swiss research institute. For 15 years they worked day in and day out to
understand the language of our heart signals and decode key markers to gain better insight into blood pressure. They
built an incredible team of 15 employees and founded Aktiia to turn their years of pioneering work into a useful tool for
people around the globe.
Aktiia’s technology combines common optical sensors and proprietary clinically validated algorithms to measure blood
pressure at the wrist. Validated through extensive trials in acute and low-acute settings, its accuracy has received
worldwide acknowledgement, enabling Aktiia to proudly offer the most complete and user-friendly blood pressure
companion to date. With one third of adults globally suffering from hypertension, this mission is more urgent than ever.
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